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THE CONSPIRATOR   U.S.   2011   color   122 minutes   live action feature drama 

 

MATHEMATICAL RATING: 14 of a possible 20 points     ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

POINTS KEY: 2 = superior     1= satisfactory     0 = deficient 

*= outstanding technical or performance achievement 

2   DIRECTION by Robert Redford* 

2   EDITING by Craig McKay* 

1   CINEMATOGRAPHY by Newton Thomas Sigel 

1   LIGHTING by Robert Krattiger 

2   SCREENPLAY by James Solomon*    Story: James Solomon* and Gregory Bernstein* 

2   MUSIC by Mark Isham* and Cindy O’Connor 

1   PRODUCTION DESIGN by Kalina Ivanov         ART DIRECTION by Mark Garner 

0   SOUND by Richard Hymns, Ron Soumar, Joanthan Gaynor, Tony Sereno and Zach Marvin 

2   ACTING 

1   CREATIVITY 

 

PRINCIPAL CAST: James  McAvoy (“Frederick Aiken”), Robin Wright* (“Mary Surratt”), Kevin Kline 

(“Edwin Stanton”), Evan Rachel Wood* (“Anna Surratt, Mary’s daughter”), Danny Huston* (“Joseph Holt, 

prosecutor”), Justin Long (“Nicholas Baker”), Colm Meaney (“General Hunter, presiding officer of the 

military tribunal”), Tom Wilkinson* (“Senator Reverdy Johnson”), Alexis Bledel* (“Sarah Weston, 

Frederick Aiken’s fiancé”), James Badge Dale (“William Hamilton”), Toby Kebbell (“John Wilkes Booth”), 

Johnny Simmons (“John Surratt, Mary’s son”), Norman Reedus (“Lewis Payne, conspirator”), John 

Cullum (“Justice Wylie”), Jonathan Groff (“Louis Weichmann”), Shea Wigham (“Captain Cottingham”), 

Stephen Root (“John Lloyd”) 

 

     When do demands of state security necessitate abridgment or denial of Constitutional freedoms, if 

ever? That’s the question Robert Redford’s Civil War film THE CONSPIRATOR grapples with.  

     As it opens, one wounded Union officer is attempting to rally a fellow sufferer with a long-winded 

comic yarn. Spotting orderlies searching for living injured among a field of mostly lifeless uniformed 

bodies, the speaker breaks off his anecdote, commanding immediate assistance for his companion. 

Frederick Aiken, despite his loftier rank, will wait for his comrade to be borne off the battlefield first. So 

the viewer is quickly apprised of the noble, patient and self-deprecating character of young Aiken. 

     In fine Kubrickian fashion we leap over several years of recovery and further battle strife, arriving at a 

military ball in Washington, D.C. A prevailing atmosphere of jubilant victory is contrasted with the 

desperate vindictiveness of a handful of Rebel diehards. Led by a self-directing actor named John Wilkes 

Booth, these unauthorized agents of Confederate Homeland Security attempt to execute a plot to 

reignite war fever, while simultaneously disposing of three principal foes of the Confederacy: the Army 

of the Potomac’s Commander-in-Chief, a conveniently bed-ridden United States Secretary of State, and 

the alcohol-challenged U.S. Vice-President. This trio comprises the designated targets of their 



“righteous” rage. More than just the dignitaries of Washington will reel as a triple-pronged assault 

shatters illusions of tranquility on Good Friday, 1865. 

     As prelude to this bloody reprisal for Confederate fatalities, film watchers are introduced at this 

juncture to its intended victims, as well as Frederick Aiken’s fiancé and Secretary of War Edwin Stanton, 

the latter two politely charming in accustomed social roles. 

     There’s nothing attractive about the speech or actions of the conspirators, however. Obviously, they 

are the villains of this drama. No sympathy will be permitted them by screenwriter or director. This is a 

significant flaw in the film, preventing the plotters from becoming vital characters. 

     Scenes of hubbub created by unexpected catastrophe are edited with a speedy cutting style that 

dashes from chandeliered formality to frantic street activity. Stanton and Aiken become magnetic poles 

as we watch their individual reactions under extreme stress. The Secretary of War is brusque, bullying 

and vengeful. Aiken, on the contrary remains rational, investigative and self-restrained, befitting the 

film’s designated hero. 

     A masterful montage sequence zips through the process of capturing dead or alive the terrorists who 

menace a newly reunited nation. It’s succeeded by a second series of shots, featuring Lincoln’s funeral  

train and souvenir hawkers pursuing a macabre offshoot business engendered by the first successful 

assassination of a United States President.  

     Accumulated evidence meanwhile indicates a prior convergence of arrested assassins and accessories 

at Mary Surratt’s Washington boarding house. Thus the Surratt family becomes linked by Federal 

investigators to John Wilkes Booth, a known visitor to their establishment. Mary is taken into 

government custody on suspicion of harboring and abetting treason. Probably acting on advice of her 

defense counsel, fellow Marylander Reverdy Johnson, she enters a plea of innocent in a preliminary 

hearing. The United States government, still operating under expanded wartime emergency powers, 

believes otherwise, convening a military tribunal to hear testimony against surviving imprisoned 

plotters, Booth having been located and killed in the process of tracking them down. It will be the task of 

this army judiciary to hear overwhelmingly incriminating evidence against the co-conspirators, including 

a separately represented Dr. Samuel Mudd, Booth’s emergency surgeon who treated his leg, which had 

been injured in a dramatic leap from Presidential box to stage at Ford’s Theater. 

     Now Frederick Aiken reenters our story as Senator Reverdy Johnson’s legal protégé and sacrificial 

pawn. Since Johnson is certain a Marylander will automatically be considered partial to Southern 

interests, he believes himself unable to personally defend Mary Surratt, should an arraignment 

proceeding find justification for advancing her case to the tribunal. Aiken will pinch-hit, being a 

decorated, wounded former Army of the Potomac officer. He must therefore be disinclined to support 

Confederate sentiments in any way or form.  

     Being a junior member of Johnson’s law firm, Aiken feels obligated, though under protest, to accede 

to his mentor’s request for replacement. So begins a process which draws both the inexperienced 

veteran soldier and viewers into a protective relationship with the lone female defendant on trial. 

     Time and again, we see defensive legal strategies being thwarted by a martial judge operating in a 

manner sickeningly similar to the 1950s show trials staged by several Communist regimes to publicly 

destroy internal political opposition. Parallels to more recent martial law hearings conducted by the 

American military are not overtly cited by the filmmakers. They don’t need to be. This is what happens, 

Redford’s film asserts, when justice is held hostage to a predetermined political agenda. Voters, judges 



and even Senators, can neither curb the activities of military tribunals nor challenge their practices or 

authority. We watch a uniformed official arrogantly dismiss all testimony and physical evidence 

unsupportive of government claims. Why not? He’s disinclined to self-sabotage.  

     Every trial scene militates against using soldiers to judge civilians. We observe a tyrannical, single-

minded judicial Hydra conducting an inquisitional crusade against marginally protected defendants. 

Goliath has a cannon to employ against David’s cap pistol. Fair? 

     What makes THE CONSPIRATOR intensely watchable are convincing performances of a distinguished 

cast led by Robin Wright as Mary Surratt, Evan Rachel Wood as her daughter Anna, Danny Huston in the 

role of a smugly cynical prosecutor, Tom Wilkinson portraying folksy fox Reverdy Johnson and Alexis 

Bledel sensitively presenting Sarah Weston as a naïve socialite self-imprisoned by reluctance to think 

independently, preferring to ride whatever ideological steed is currently fashionable. James McAvoy’s 

Frederick Aiken is a bit too charming and self-righteous. On the other hand, John Cullum’s Justice Wylie 

is convincingly astute, witty and a bastion of dignified integrity. 

     Craig McKay’s editing builds and sustains suspense throughout the film’s duration. His montage 

sequences offer maximum information in minimum time.  

     While the lighting of Robert Krattiger successfully recreates the Civil War period, it obscures some of 

the Art Department’s set décor by restricting visual perception of finer furnishing details. 

     Kudos to Newton Thomas Sigel for his deployment of a stimulating diversity of camera movements, 

ranging from epic sweeps to dramatic medium close-ups of faces at their most tellingly vulnerable 

moments, as when Sarah Weston reveals inability to square her idea of absolute Yankee moral 

righteousness with her fiance’s energetic defense of a traitorous Rebel sympathizer. 

     Another film asset is the intelligent, literate screenplay of James Solomon. It stays mostly within the 

boundaries of period rhetoric, emphasizing abundance of irony and archly polite sarcasm. 

     Mark Isham’s underscoring conveys mournful militancy. Tense incomplete crescendos keep listeners 

continuously involved with unfolding drama. 

     Unlike Kurosawa’s weathered and grimy period sagas, THE CONSPIRATOR’s production design 

employs Lincoln-era pieces appropriate to the era, but looking far more like transplanted museum 

exhibits than handled mundane furnishings and commodities. Where, for instance, are the residues of 

smoky oil lamps? Kalina Ivanov and Mark Garner, working on a relatively slender budget, should have 

permitted themselves more freedom to reflect that situation. A missing button here, a chipped teapot 

there would not have been inappropriate, especially in the boarding house scenes. 

     Sound mixing is sometimes faulty, with occasional words being so crushed by music or concurrent 

atmospheric sounds that they become inaudible or lost. 

     Redford’s overall direction is estimable, extracting memorable acting achievements from nearly all 

cast members. We have come to expect these from his ensembles. THE CONSPIRATOR’s company does 

not disappoint us. 

     Nothing in the straightforward story presentation evinces special creativity. But that would distract 

from the highlighted acting. 

     Overall, THE CONSPIRATOR is a finely-acted, taut, and blatantly partisan film, inaugurating a new film 

production company with elan and modest efficiency. It’s recommended for adults only, due to mature 

themes, some profoundly world-weary characters and fairly graphic violence.       

 



 


